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POWERING
AHEAD
HOW FRENCH COMPANIES ARE
LEADING THE WAY IN CUTTING
VEHICLE EMISSIONS.

W

hen it
comes to
cutting
emissions
from cars,
everyone
has a
role to play. Changing the way we
drive and our relationship to cars
is one way to fight against CO2
emissions and climate change.

viewpoint
by ERIC FEUNTEUN
HEAD OF THE ELECTRIC VEHICLE
PROGRAM AT RENAULT

MAKING A SUCCESS
OF ELECTRIC MOBILITY
IS ALL ABOUT
TEAMWORK
Getting more electric vehicles on
the roads is about more than just the
cars themselves – it’s about a whole
ecosystem: governments, car makers,
manufacturers of charging points,
innovative startups and technology
specialists working together.
Advances in battery technology,
which extend the range of the cars
already on the roads, and growing
infrastructure show that electric
cars are a feasible alternative to
traditional petrol- or diesel-engine
models. And financial and practical
benefits – whether that’s a tax break
when you buy the car, or free parking
spots in cities – also help.
In countries with this kind of
concerted approach to helping
electric cars flourish, there are already
significant numbers on the roads.
In Norway, more than 15% of cars
on the roads are electric.
In France, we’re getting there.
Electric vehicles may only make up
around 1% of the total car market,
but for Renault, as the market leader,
the sales are much more significant
in some segments – the ZOE electric
car accounts for around 10% of our
compact car sales (B-Hatch).
Car-sharing schemes give drivers a
no-risk chance to try the cars out.
Practical initiatives like allowing
electric car drivers to park in carsharing spots or drive in bus lanes
can make a difference too.
Government-backed financial
incentives to help customers with
the initial outlay are important, but
customers need the reassurance that
these are long-term schemes.
The “Made in France” accreditation
– the ZOE and Kangoo electric
models are assembled in France –
also helps.
It’s not just up to carmakers to come
up with a nice, efficient model that’s
not too expensive – everyone has
to work together to encourage the
technology to take off.

with 2010 levels – the equivalent
of six months of emissions from
a city the size of New York.
For some years now, French
carmakers as well as their foreign
counterparts have been going back
to the drawing board, rethinking
how best to power cars and vans,
and to combine the efficiency and
performance drivers want with
technologies that minimize vehicle
impact on the environment. Whether
it’s through improvements in standard
combustion engines, making petrolor diesel-engine cars more efficient,
hybrid technologies that combine
electric power and traditional fuels,
or zero-emission electric cars that run
on batteries, the results are paying off.
French manufacturers – Renault,
with its Japanese alliance partner
Nissan and PSA Group, the parent
company of Peugeot and Citroën – are
playing a leading role in pioneering
new emission-lowering technologies
that are changing the way we travel.
Renault is focusing on electric
vehicles, as Eric Feunteun, Head
of the Electric Vehicle Program,
explains. “The electric vehicle is

really the final destination. Hybrid
and electric vehicle technology
both make sense, but for us, hybrid
technology is a transition technology.
It’s not that it isn’t good, it’s just
that it doesn’t bring us all the
emission-reducing advantages that
we need for the sake of the planet.”
Hybrids are reassuring for drivers
nervous about making the leap to fullelectric, where running out of battery
without a charging point to hand can
be a concern. That’s why Renault
is developing a number of hybrid
forms – for example on the Mégane.
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Cars of the future

Normandie:
moving up a gear

Engineering
Composite 3D

The sharing economy – epitomized by
companies like ride-sharing platform
BlaBlaCar and electric car-sharing
service Autolib’, whose success
in Paris is being replicated with
similar schemes across France and
the world – is helping to change the
car-owning mindset of consumers.
Automotive equipment manufacturers
are also contributing innovative
solutions: Valeo’s Stop-Start systems,
which automatically switch off a
car’s engine when it is stationary,
offer fuel savings of up to 15%
in congested city driving.
The tires consumers choose can
also make a difference: Michelin
aims to save 30 million tonnes of
CO2 emissions by 2030 compared

SALES OF PEUGEOT ION
AND CITROËN C-ZERO
ELECTRIC CITY CARS

HAVE MORE THAN
DOUBLED
SO FAR IN 2016
COMPARED WITH 2015
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“We’re not interested in developing
technology for the sake of it, it
has to make financial sense for
our customers,” Feunteun says.
The manufacturer is concentrating
more on electric vehicles however,
with a broad range of zero-emission
vehicles – from the Twizy twoseater city car to the compact ZOE,
the Kangoo van, and the Fluence
family car – already selling well.
The company recently delivered a
fleet of 18 electric vehicles to the
Eden Project in Cornwall, UK, and
is also supplying a ZOE electric car
to a social housing project on the
outskirts of Paris, demonstrating
that car-share schemes – and electric
cars – are not just for city centers.
Feunteun welcomes the news that
other carmakers, such as Germany’s
Volkswagen, are focusing their
efforts on electric vehicles.
“We are seeing a succession of
carmakers announcing their electric
vehicle plans. We are about to sell our
100,000th electric vehicle and that
means we are about five or six years
ahead of other major manufacturers.
We’re going to remain the leader by
some way for a little while yet. The
fact that other carmakers are turning
to electric vehicles is good news for
us – we’re making the cake bigger,
instead of fighting over the slices.”
Meanwhile, Renault’s domestic
competitor PSA Group is also firmly
committed to lowering the carbon
footprint of its cars, although its
approach has been to focus on a
broader range of technologies.
“Combating greenhouse gas emissions
and pollutants has been one of PSA’s
priorities for many years,” says a
PSA spokeswoman, adding that

“The fact that other carmakers are
turning to electric vehicles is good news
for us – we’re making the cake bigger
instead of fighting over the slices.”

NEWS IN NUMBERS
Eric Feunteun, Head of the Electric Vehicle Program at Renault.
1

electric vehicles are among the most
important solutions to this challenge.
Sales of the Citroën C-Zero and the
Peugeot iOn, the group’s small electric
city car, have more than doubled in
Europe in 2016, compared with 2015.
Multicity Carsharing, a Berlin-based
100% electric car-sharing scheme,
now has 13,000 subscribers, all
making use of 250 C-Zeros to drive
around the German city, while as part
of its Push to Pass strategic transport
investment drive, PSA Group recently
acquired a stake in TravelerCar, a
French startup through which drivers
can rent out their cars from airport
car parks while they are away.
PSA Group now has ambitious
plans to increase its eco-friendly
vehicle range, from clean combustion
engine models to high-performance
rechargeable petrol hybrids and
a new generation of longer-range
electric models by 2020.
“The evolution of the hybrid and
electric markets and changes to the
infrastructure they require will show
us if one technology will win over
the others,” the spokeswoman says.
Next month’s Paris Auto Show will
be a chance for both manufacturers,
and their international counterparts,
to show off their latest advances in
emission-reducing technology.

Further ahead, both manufacturers
are looking into the possibilities
of hydrogen fuel cell technology –
although it may be some years before
vehicles powered this way will
appear in your local car showroom.
“PSA Group carried out intensive
research between 2000 and 2010 into
hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, giving
us a very thorough insight into the
technology,” the spokeswoman says.
“This effort has since been refocused
on monitoring the conditions that
might allow the market to take
off: availability of distribution
infrastructure, production of ‘clean’
and affordable hydrogen, and
industrial capacity. We are ready
to respond to the market as soon as
the energy ecosystem surrounding
hydrogen becomes a reality.”
Renault’s Feunteun agrees that
hydrogen technology has long-term
potential. “There are a lot of question
marks and challenges surrounding
the use of hydrogen fuel cells, even
if the technology does work. We
already have some Kangoos that have
been converted to hydrogen fuel cell
technology by a French startup, Symbio
FCell. But today it’s rather expensive,
running on hydrogen with a high CO2
content, and there are also question
marks over charging the vehicles.”

DR

consumer attitudes towards electric scooters
since the company was founded?

Frédéric de Maneville
Managing Director
COMPANY

Eccity Motocycles

Eccity was founded in
2011 and manufactures
its Artelec range of 100%
electric scooters in Grasse
(Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
region), working with
suppliers from France,
Germany and China.
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

8
all based in France

Yes, there’s now a big appetite in France for electric
mobility products, from electric cars and bikes to
electric scooters.
BF: What

are the main questions customers ask
when considering buying an electric scooter?

Customers have two main concerns – how they are going
to recharge their vehicle, and how much it is going to
cost. These vehicles are more expensive to buy than
non-electric models but work out much cheaper over
the course of their lifetime. In general, once customers
move over to electric they don’t go back. They’re very
pleasant to drive – they’re quiet and responsive.
BF: Is France your main market for the moment?

It’s mainly France for the moment, we have only sold
a few units abroad.
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Renault
electric cars
sold worldwide

2

1,800

of Alstom’s
Citadis
tramways

are in revenue
service, with more
than 50 customers
worldwide

3

25

million
members

in 22 countries use
BlaBlaCar to share
journeys, saving an
estimated 1 million
tonnes of CO2
in the last year

47%

Frédéric de Maneville
Business France: Have you seen a change in

100,000

4

15 MINUTES WITH…

NAME

MOBILITY
MATTERS

BF: Do

you plan to expand into other markets?

Yes, of course. We’re prioritizing countries we feel
are mature in terms of appetite for electric mobility
and where consumer buying power makes this kind
of product accessible. We’re currently interested in
Switzerland, Belgium, the United Kingdom, Germany
and Scandinavian countries. We feel there is a greater
appetite for electric scooters in Northern European
countries.
BF: Is

the “Made in France” accreditation
important to your customers?

It’s important because there were quite a lot of bad
electric products on the market in the past. There’s a
real need to reassure customers about quality. The fact
that we designed our batteries ourselves, the fact that
we assemble in France – these things are important,
both in France and abroad.

more electric
vehicles

were sold last year,
compared with
2014

5

9

teams took
part in the FIA
Formula E
fully electric
championship
in July
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ON THE RIGHT TRACK

T

rams are an
important resource
for city planners
– helping to reduce
traffic congestion,
noise pollution and
CO2 emissions – and
France is at the forefront, through
forward-thinking projects in its own
cities, as well as innovative
technologies it is exporting around
the world.
“Trams are the right solution for
sustainable development,” says
François Giraud, Market and Product
Director of Alstom Light Rail
Platform, which has sold over 2,300
Citadis trams and light rail vehicles to
more than 50 cities around the world.
“Carbon dioxide emissions are a key
factor. If you measure the number of
CO2 grams per passenger kilometer,
trams are at about three grams and
buses at about 98 grams.”
However, it’s not just a question of
cutting emissions; lower noise levels
and other factors also come into play,
Giraud adds. “Trams are not only a
transport system; they refurbish and
embellish the city.” The company is a
leader in catenary-free trams that
derive their power from ground-based
systems, eliminating the need for
overhead electric cables: worldwide,
the trams it produces like these have
travelled a combined 23 million km
(14.3 million miles).

view, while blue tones and natural
wood seats blend in with the
Mediterranean surroundings.
Bombardier Transport, which designs,
manufactures and tests trains at its site
in Crespin (Nord-Pas de Calais-Picardie
region) for export all over the world,
also maintains the 15 km (9.3-mile)
Marseille tram network, which carries
70,000 passengers a day and may in
future be expanded.
Further afield, Alstom expects the
Moroccan city of Casablanca, where
it has already delivered 74 trams, to
become its second-largest customer
after a new order for 50 trams, due to
be assembled in La Rochelle, France.
“Our trams have radically changed
the way Casablanca residents live,
with 100 million passengers already
transported since their launch in
December 2012. They are adapted
to a very modern city with a lot of
business, which is booming. The
Middle East and Africa are becoming

very big customers,” says Giraud.
Meanwhile, visitors to Rio de Janeiro
for the Olympics were among the first
to use South America’s first fully
catenary-free tram system, installed
by Alstom in June, running for 28 km
(17.4 miles), which will be served
by 32 trams when fully operational.
After building the first five trams in
its plant near La Rochelle, plans have
been made to transfer production to
its manufacturing facility in Taubate,
Brazil.
“We believe we have a future in the
tram market in South America. That’s
why we have invested to have a new
assembly facility in Brazil, closer to our
customers,” Giraud says. It is also
working on a tram project in Cuenca,
Ecuador, and in Medellín, Colombia’s
second city, where its rubber-tire trams
– needed because of the city’s steep
gradients – are already running,
complementing the cable cars supplied
by Poma [see case study below].
Manufacturers will have to keep
innovating, Giraud says: in future,
passengers are going to expect more
connectivity and real-time information.
“We’re continuing to work on
information displays. There is a trend
towards being able to connect to Wi-Fi.
In Nice, as an experiment, we will soon
be providing operator and passenger
information inside the tram to know
where to get on and off, and we can
even show CO2 emissions depending
on where you are on the line.”

In France, cable cars are currently in the
spotlight, with the Paris/Ile de France region
set to get its first cable car transport system in
around five years from now under the Téléval
project, which is in the early stages – the
supplier of that system is yet to be announced.
Mr. Souchal believes Poma’s technological
expertise and innovative ideas are part of a
wider French transport culture. “France has
many advantages in the transport sector

– including big engineering specialists,
transport manufacturers and infrastructure
companies.”
More and more cities worldwide are looking
into cable-based transport systems because
they understand the advantage of adding in
an extra element to their existing set-ups,
he adds. “Our goal is not to break up other
systems – it’s to add another dimension –
travelling through the air.”

Cities are growing – more than half
of the world’s population now lives in
urban areas, according to the United
Nations – and finding eco-friendly
ways for city-dwellers to get around
is a major concern for governments
and businesses.
The company is providing new
catenary-free Citadis trams for the
second line of the tram network in the
city of Nice, where it already runs the
first line. Its Citadis Ecopack
technology, an on-board energy storage
solution that removes the need for
masts and overhead cables, will
minimize the visual impact on the city.
“Together with the customer, we
worked with a French designer – Ora
Ïto – who helped us provide a design
in keeping with the identity of the
city. There is a lot of standardization
for the key components, but also a lot
of personalization to reflect the
identity of each city.”
Design is just as important for
Bombardier Transport, a subsidiary of
Canadian manufacturer Bombardier
Inc., which is also making its mark in
France. The 32 Flexity Outlook trams
it has supplied to the city of Marseille
feature an exclusive design, with large
bay windows providing a panoramic

CASE STUDY

Poma,

“T

ravelling through the air is a
poetic mode of transport,” says
Jean Souchal, chairman of Poma’s
executive board. Adding aerial transportation
to the mix in crowded cities can also have a
big impact on society.
Poma, based at the foot of the Alps, may
have snow running through its veins, but the
company has broadened its client base, also
taking in tourism and the transport of materials
for the mining industry.
For several decades it has been enjoying strong
interest from South American cities for its cable
car systems – no surprise given the prevalence
of steep valleys, high-altitude cities and urban
sprawl. “Poma really did pioneer using cable
cars in cities,” Mr. Souchal says. Among its
projects, Poma contributed to transforming
Colombia’s second city, Medellín, when it

installed its Metrocable system there in 2004.
“In cities like Medellín and Rio de Janeiro, our
cable cars can connect people to economic
and other activities – children who might not
otherwise be able to get to school. These are
extraordinary connections for society,” says
Mr. Souchal.
Last year around three-quarters of Poma’s
business came from outside France. While
the snow industry still accounts for about 60%
of its operations, urban transport represents
about 15% and is growing fast.
In the leisure industry, Poma built the capsules
for the London Eye and more recently
constructed the glass pod for the new British
Airways i360, the world’s first vertical cable
car, which opened in Brighton in August,
giving up to 200 visitors at a time the chance
to see out across the sea.

© Visual Air

based near Grenoble, is celebrating its 80th birthday this year.
Cable cars and other transport systems for ski resorts make up the bulk of the
company’s business, but it has diversified over its long history and its hightech aerial transportation systems are now in demand throughout the world
as cities look for smart urban transport solutions.

French Flair
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CARS OF THE FUTURE

FIND OUT MORE…
VISIT
Paris Motor Show
Car manufacturers, suppliers,
technology startups and more
– anyone who’s anyone in the
automotive world – will be at
the Paris Motor Show (Mondial
de l’Automobile), running from
October 1-16 at Paris’s Porte
de Versailles exhibition center.
The last Paris Motor Show, in
October 2014, attracted nearly
1.25 million visitors, making it the
largest such event in the world.
Buy tickets online here:

Intempora signed a strategic partnership with
dSPACE to distribute its automated driving
software, RTMaps, outside France.
A lucky few French companies are getting a
leg up into the lucrative American market,
through Ubi Mobility, a mentoring project, now
in its second year, led by Business France and
Bpifrance, France’s public investment bank.
A panel of established companies and institutions
– Ford, GM, Uber, Valeo, Delphi, Magna, the
University of Michigan and the University of
California, Berkeley – selected eight French
firms for two weeks of intensive coaching
in June, followed by months of hard work,
developing business plans, setting up facilities
stateside, and securing funding for growth.
This year’s intake ranges from startups like
communications expert YoGoKo, founded
in 2014, to more established businesses like
virtual prototyping software specialist ESI
Group, founded more than 40 years ago
and already operating in the United States.

L’Aventure Michelin
At this interactive and wellthought out museum in ClermontFerrand (Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
region), discover how the history
of mobility and the history of
tire manufacturer Michelin
go hand in hand – from the
earliest automobiles, through
guidebooks and maps to the
millions of high-tech tires the
modern-day group manufactures
worldwide every year.

The Champs-Elysées
As well as for the imposing Arc de
Triomphe at the top, Paris’s most
famous street is also known for
its car showrooms. French stars
Peugeot, Citroën and Renault all
have spaces on the avenue. Check
out their latest concept cars and
design innovations as you stroll
past the windows.
www.peugeot.com/en/news/
peugeot-avenue-paris-a-new-lookfor-the-champs-elysees-showroom
www.citroen.fr/univers-citroen/
vitrines-citroen/citroen-c-42.html
http://atelier.renault.com/en/

CLICK
Find out more about the Ubi
Mobility project, its aims, and
the firms taking part in 2016.
www.ubimobility.org

And keep up with the latest
about what’s on at the show via
Facebook and Twitter:

Explore France’s rich industrial
heritage – and how it is adapting
to the needs of a fast-changing
world – through the “Creative
Industry” campaign.

© Automobiles Citroën

www.mondial-automobile.com

www.facebook.com/
mondial.automobile/
twitter.com/MondialAuto

French Flair

www.google.com/selfdrivingcar

READ
Find out more about the
profound changes in store for
vehicle manufacturers, suppliers
and consumers in this report,
“The Future of Mobility”, by
consultancy firm Deloitte.
Its authors conclude that in
future “every aspect of the
modern economy based on the
assumption of human-driven,
personally owned vehicles will
be challenged.”
www2.deloitte.com/ru/en/pages/
manufacturing/articles/futureof-mobility.html

http://creative.businessfrance.fr/
creative-industry/

BE BRAVE.
I was bored and needed a change
– I don’t know if the decision
was a good one financially but
in terms of job satisfaction it
certainly was.
2

TAKE YOUR TIME.
Once I’d decided to work for
myself it took me two years to
work out what I really wanted to
do and how to do it.
3

SEEK OUT SPECIALISTS.
Management Cockpit is a highly
specialized field – in Europe it’s
possible to find people who are
experts in the technology or the
methodology, but not both.
4

GO GLOBAL – BUT KNOW YOUR MARKET.
I wanted to discover a different
way of working. It was quite
simple to set up on my own
in France but a little more
complicated in the United
Kingdom because I had to do
everything myself.
5

GET THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS.
IT in France is a very
qualifications-focused world. In
the United Kingdom people are
open to innovation. I’ve been able
to draw upon the best influences
from both countries.
6

BE PREPARED.
It can take months for a lead to
turn into a new client – make sure
you have enough breathing room
financially to remain patient.

© Cityscoot

VALEO
CITYSCOOT

After Vélib’ bikes and
Autolib’ vehicles, Paris has
introduced an electric scooter
hire scheme. Cityscoot users
can pick up and drop off
their scooter anywhere in the
Cityscoot zone – everything
is done by smartphone, so
there’s no need for keys,
cards or charging stations –
and the company makes sure
the scooters are charged up
for the next rider.

MICHELIN

BOLLORÉ

NAVYA AND
EASYMILE

The Clermont-Ferrandbased tire manufacturer
is using the hashtag
#FirstCarMoment and
a heart-warming series
of clips, showing young
drivers in the United
States getting the keys
to their first set of wheels,
to emphasize the need
for them to stay safe
on the road.

French company Bolloré’s
electric Bluecar will soon
be taking to the streets of
Singapore after it won a
contract to supply 1,000 cars
and 2,000 charging points
for a 500-station vehiclesharing scheme similar to
those already operating in
Paris, Lyon and Bordeaux in
France, and Indianapolis in
the United States.

Residents of Sion, Switzerland,
can ride the public transport of
the future, with two of French
company Navya’s ‘Arma’
electric, autonomous shuttles
on the road. In Japan, EasyMile,
a joint venture between Ligier
Group and Robosoft, has
signed a deal for DeNA to use
its EZ10 electric driverless bus
to launch a shuttle service in
Chiba Prefecture.

DR

The French vehicle parts
maker recently invited 40
startups to discuss subjects
as diverse as driverless cars,
electric vehicles and the
challenges of going digital
at the Viva Technology
startup show in Paris.
The group also showed off
technological innovations,
including its SCALA laser
scanner, a key component
for autonomous driving,
which can sense moving
and stationary objects day
and night.

Google’s self-driving car has
clocked up 1.5 million self-driven
miles and aims to demonstrate
the potential of self-driving cars,
which it says could dramatically
reduce accidents.

1

AND THERE

HERE

04

Cracking the world’s leading market for
connected vehicle technology is vital for these
ambitious French companies.
“It’s the number one market globally,” says
Pierre Eliott Petit, Business France’s Trade
Advisor for Transport and Mobility, North
America. “US legislation is the most advanced
in the world, with some states already allowing
driverless cars on the roads.”
French technology, often developed by spin-offs
from research institutions, is attracting plenty
of US interest. “It would be a shame if French
companies missed out on the chance to work
with American companies at the forefront of
today’s market,” he adds.
The program runs until January’s annual
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las
Vegas – months of hard work and negotiations
lie ahead, with the goal of having contracts
signed and success stories to present at the
show. Plans for the third Ubi Mobility program,
in 2017, are already underway.

© Bluecar

N

o longer the stuff of science fiction,
connected and driverless cars are
gaining more attention than ever
before, with companies from all over the world
vying to bring technological advances to this
fast-changing part of the automotive market.
Industry experts believe autonomous vehicles
will make an important contribution to cutting
traffic congestion in ever-growing cities, while
French companies – whose technological
prowess is embodied by “La French Tech” and
whose industrial expertise was highlighted
by the launch of the “Creative Industry”
campaign earlier this year – are well placed
to tap into this field.
In June this year, the VEDECOM Energy
Transition Institute (Institut de la Transition
Energétique – ITE) gave members of the
public a chance to test out its autonomous
electric vehicle, a first in an urban setting on
open roads, as part of the Futur en Seine tech
festival, while earlier this year French startup

Guy Condamine founded Virtual
Cockpit in London in 2016. The
business offers a highly specialized
form of management consulting
called Management By Cockpit, which
uses a combination of cognitive
techniques, visual aids and realtime data to help executives make
better decisions. Before moving
to London he co-founded and ran
NRJBI in France, a consultancy with
30 employees.
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LE HAVRE
Residents of the port
town of Le Havre have
plenty of alternatives to
driving – they can use
buses, trams and even
a funicular to get around.

NORMANDIE:
MOVING UP A GEAR
How the region
is exploring
new options
in sustainable
mobility.

All photography © Alastair Miller
(except SHARE’Ngo)

A

cross France, everyone
from startups to big
businesses, local
authorities to central
government, is working
to find innovative ways to promote
efficient and sustainable transport.
The Normandie region is no different
– and local innovators are showcasing
examples of the progress that is being
made in different sectors, helped by
Mov’eo, the region’s transport and
automotive innovation cluster.
PSA Group, one of France’s largest
companies and Europe’s leading

vehicle manufacturers, makes 13,000
gearboxes per day along with many
other parts at its production facility
in Caen – the plant has a long
history, starting life in 1963 making
components for the Citroën 2CV.
Just along the coast, Le Havre is not
only France’s main container port but
also the country’s largest platform for
new vehicle imports and exports.
At the other end of the scale, smaller
businesses are doing their bit.
Startup Engineering Composite 3D
has taken the fruits of research
projects and turned them into

a successful business, providing
innovative, lightweight materials
for a variety of industries, including
the automotive sector.
Rouen-based SGA Automation is
helping to further the growing popularity
of zero-emission electric vehicles by
manufacturing the charging points
that are fundamental to their success.
The region is also attracting
interest in the transport field from
elsewhere in Europe too – Italian
car-share scheme SHARE’Ngo has
chosen Normandie as its entry
point into the French market.

French Flair
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PSA GROUP
One of the almost 1,500 employees at the vehicle
manufacturer’s Caen facility checks components.
Every day, 130 trucks come and go from the site,
supplying raw materials and transporting finished parts
to other plants in France and around the world. The site
produces a number of different components, including
13,000 gearboxes and 278 rear axles per day.
SGA MOBILITY
Rouen-based SGA Mobility, part of SGA Automation,
makes recharging points for electric vehicles, a fastgrowing industry with increasing numbers of these
zero-emission vehicles on the roads.

06
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PORT OF LE HAVRE
The Port of Le Havre
is France’s largest
container port – in
2015 it moved 300,000
vehicles, up 7% from
2014, as its strong
position in the market
saw it benefit from
a recovery in the
automotive industry.

© Share’n Go

SHARE’NGO
Italian car-share
scheme SHARE’Ngo is
arriving in Normandie
in early 2017,
concentrating on Caen
and other nearby coastal
towns, with an initial
fleet of 200 vehicles.
The company expects
its tailored offers to
appeal to tourists
and residents alike.

French Flair
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A DAY WITH:

ENGINEERING COMPOSITE 3D
All photography © Alastair Miller
materials with what you might describe as
an architect’s eye, and by trying to improve
the forms without changing the so-called
raw materials. In this way we think we can
improve performance.”
The company works closely with customers
– ranging from automotive suppliers to
packaging manufacturers – to make sure the
materials they are using meet the needs of
every client, which vary from sector to sector.
“Our technologies enable customers to seek
the best trade-off possible, wherever they
like, between increasing performance and
lowering costs,” says Brun.

1PM
There’s just time for a quick lunch before the
afternoon’s work gets underway.

2PM

8AM

Days can be spent in front of a computer
screen or in Engineering Composite 3D’s
small industrial plant, making and testing
prototypes, depending on how advanced a
project is. Meetings with clients and prospects
also take up some of the team’s time. In the
automotive sector, there is a growing need
for strong but lightweight materials, says
Brun. “Sandwich materials are used above all
to make structures lighter and the automotive
sector is moving increasingly towards electric
vehicles. Batteries mean extra weight, which
has to be offset elsewhere, so the structure
needs to be made lighter – and that’s where
we come in.”

The working day starts early for Frédéric Brun,
Chief Executive and Co-Founder of Engineering
Composite 3D, a materials specialist based in
Caen (Normandie region).
Brun and his small team – the company’s
workforce is only three-strong – begin the
day by scanning global news and technology
sites for any relevant technical developments,
exchanging ideas and keeping each other up
to date on their individual projects.

10AM
It’s straight on with the design, testing and
refining work that makes up the bulk of the
company’s work. “We’re in a very niche area
– ultra-light sandwich-structured composite
materials,” Brun explains. “We decided to
look at things a bit differently by approaching

7PM
Days are long for startups – Engineering
Composite 3D’s rarely finishes before 7 or
8pm.

Company profile

Number of
employees

3

in France
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Engineering Composite 3D was founded in 2013, the result of research
projects that first began in 2009. The Normandie Incubation startup
accelerator program gave the fledgling firm a chance to focus on growing
rapidly and winning new clients. Engineering Composite 3D operates in
a wide range of sectors, including aerospace, rail, energy and packaging,
from its base in Caen.

www.engineeringcomposite3d.com

